Figure 1. Highly Hypothetical Simplified View of Nuclear Lamin Filaments (L) Interacting with Chromatin (C), Various Regulatory Proteins (R), and a Variety of Lamin Binding Proteins (yellow), which Link Lamins to Chromatin or to the Inner Membrane (IM)
Hypothetical proteins that crosslink or cap lamin filaments are depicted. The affinity of lamins for chromatin might cause lamin filaments to associate more closely with chromatin than is shown. The structure of lamin filaments is depicted generically; however, it is possible that lamins assume different oligomeric or polymeric conformations for different jobs. Chromatin is depicted as 100-130 nm chromonema fibers. A signal is shown to recruit a chromatin remodeling complex to a lamina-associated transcription complex. The remodeling complex causes this region of chromatin to unfold locally, allowing access to RNA polymerase and splicing complexes. OM, outer membrane of the nuclear envelope.
interactions, for example to accommodate the assembly spaced) nuclear pore complexes, rapidly changing nuclear shape (on a timescale less than five minutes), and or rearrangement of lamin filaments (see references in Cohen et al., 2001 ). The assembly of B-type lamins after defects in chromosome organization and segregation (Liu et al., 2000) . These phenotypes provide definitive mitosis requires phosphatase PP1, which is recruited to the nuclear envelope by an integral membrane protein new evidence that lamins are essential for the structural integrity of the nucleus, and are provocative in their named AKAP149 (protein kinase A anchoring protein; Steen et al., 2000) . Proteins such as AKAP149 and Narf implication that lamins are also essential for efficient chromosome segregation. suggest that lamina assembly and dynamics-and hence nuclear infrastructure-may be regulated locally Another phenotype appeared in a small number of "lamin-depleted" nematodes, which retained low levels for specific purposes within the nucleus. Lamins, but Not A-Type Lamins, Are Essential of lamin expression and thereby escaped embryonic lethality. These animals had a high incidence of sterility for Life Humans have three lamin genes: LMNA and two genes due to reduced numbers of germ cells (Liu et al., 2000 The nuclear lamina mediates nuclear structure, chromapump activity. RFBP interacts directly with a RUSH protin organization, and chromosome segregation, and may tein, which is related to SWI/SNF transcription factors have structural roles in transcription and the elongation that remodel chromatin (see Mansharamani et al., 2001 ).
phase of DNA replication. The lamina also retains nu-RFBP is the first nuclear membrane protein known to clear membrane proteins, determines nuclear shape, interact directly with a potential chromatin-remodeling and controls the spatial distribution of nuclear pore compartner. These findings suggest that RFBP and LBR plexes. This astonishing array of functions is compara-(and other nuclear membrane proteins?) provide binding ble in principle to the cytoskeleton. Regulated, dynamic sites for proteins that regulate transcriptional access to changes in the oligomeric or polymeric state of lamins chromatin. Alternatively, RFBP or LBR might play active may be crucial for particular interactions (e.g., with disroles in chromatin structure or transcription. The idea tinct components of the DNA replication machinery). of a lamin-dependent infrastructure for gene regulation In other words, lamins might assemble into different is supported by evidence that lamins interact with transtructures for different jobs. Based on current knowlscription factors, most notably Rb (retinoblastoma; see edge, we can make at least two predictions about disCohen et al., 2001). ease mechanisms. First, each disease may have a A subset of nuclear membrane proteins, including unique mechanism, depending on which aspect(s) of LAP2, emerin and MAN1, belong to the newly defined lamina function is disrupted (e.g., mechanical stability "LEM domain" family (Lin et al., 2000) . The LEM domain versus gene expression). Second, the pathophysiology is a distinct ‫-34ف‬residue motif, which in LAP2 mediates may not reflect the primary molecular defect per se (e.g., binding to a ubiquitous, highly conserved and novel lamin disorganization). Instead, disease may arise from DNA-bridging protein named BAF (Furukawa, 1999) . The the downstream effects on chromatin structure or gene function of BAF is unknown, but it is essential in C. partners. These "downstream effects" may be responsiThus, "laminopathies" can arise from mutations in proble for the majority of clinical symptoms and tissueteins that bind to lamins, as well as lamins themselves. specific pathology in human laminopathies. By disThus, disease models for EDMD must account for the secting the molecular mechanism of each laminopathy, functions of both emerin and A-type lamins. If LEM prowe will gain unprecedented insight into the inner workteins (e.g., emerin) also interact with transcription facings of the nucleus, and perhaps understand how to tors, then disease may spring from defective expression alleviate disease symptoms. of specific genes.
Essential versus Nonessential Functions of Lamins
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Lamins are clearly polyfunctional, having both essential 
